MINUTES OF MEETING LAKESIDE PLANTATION
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

The regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Lakeside Plantation Community Development District was held on Wednesday, January 20, 2021 at 6:00 p.m. at the Lakeside Plantation Clubhouse, 2200 Plantation Boulevard, North Port, Florida.

Present and constituting a quorum:

Joe Szewczyk Pina Chichelli Alan (Bud) Sabol Bill Roumy Bonnie Benjamin

Also present:

Tricia Adams
Sarah Sandy (by phone) Brent Burford (by phone) Scott Smith
Jamie Staubly TamaraLorf Roy Deary Residents


FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS
 Chairman Vice Chair
Assistant Secretary Assistant Secretary Assistant Secretary



District Manager District Counsel District Engineer Vesta
Vesta Vesta Vesta



Roll Call
Ms. Adams called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m. and called the roll. All Supervisors were present. The pledge of allegiance was recited.
	Chairman Remarks

Mr. Sabol: First of all, I would like to welcome Bonnie Benjamin to the Board. Ms. Benjamin: Thank you.
Mr. Sabol: I also want to welcome Tamara, our new Amenities Manager. I want to read a statement on what has happened to us in the last five years and what improvements we made.
"What we have done here in the last five years is we put a new playground in, put a bocce court in, new LED lights at the pool, a new picnic area behind the pool, new pavers around the pool, remarcited the inside of the pool, put a new fence around the pool, put in new basketball and pickleball courts, new chairs in the
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card room (took a while), painted the exterior of the Clubhouse, put a new kitchen in (which is done), rebuilt the restrooms, new lights on Plantation Boulevard (Joe and Harry had a lot to do with that), rebuilt the fountains, redid the areas out front, put new fencing on the tennis courts, re-built several lake banks, new chairs around the pool and new picnic tables around the amenity area. The way we did that and why all of that happened is the Board worked together. We didn't always agree with each other. We always discussed it and it worked out. I think the key to doing anything is discussion. We did do that and they are a very good Board to work with. A lot of people complained about the previous Board. The previous Boards did not do the things we did because I have been here 17 or 18 years and  a lot of the amenities were new at that time, but began to wear out and we made additions to those amenities. I'm very proud of that. Joe has been here for  11 years and on the Board for 7 years, Harry Smith was on the Board. Camille Stephens was on the Board and we have two new members on the Board. I think this Board has done a wonderful job and thank you very much. "
Ms. Adams: Thank you Mr. Chaim1an.


SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS	Audience Comments on Specific Items on
the Agenda (Speakers will fill out a card and submit it to the District Manager prior to beginning of the meeting)
Ms. Adams: If you have any items that you want to address with the Board, now is the appropriate time. It can be an item that is on the agenda or anything that is not on the agenda. If you would like to make a public comment, please state your name and  address for the record. Are there any members of the public that would like to make a comment?
Resident (John Rice, Magnolia Circle): I'll do it at the end.
Ms. Adams: This is the time for audience comments, so even if you have a comment about something that's later on the agenda, this is the time to make that comment.
Resident (John Rice, Magnolia Circle): It's not on the agenda.
Ms. Adams: You can make a comment about something not on the agenda.
Resident (John Rice, Magnolia Circle): I would like to talk about the general policies involving the tennis program. I have a communication that I wrote to the Chair of the CDD Board, Bud Sabol on November 20th. I have copies of this communication so Board  Members can read it on their own, make their comments to Bud later on and give me some feedback. Do you know if the Amenities Facilities Policies revised on September 16, 2020 were reviewed, approved and in effect?


Ms. Adams: This is not a question-and-answer session. 'This is an opportunity for you to address comments to the Board. Oftentimes, your questions are answered throughout the Board discussion.
Resident (John Rice, Magnolia Circle): Thank you.
Ms. Adams: Do we have any other audience comments?
Resident (Bob Edenberg, Magnolia Circle): I have two items. I don't know if I talked to you, but the bushes in back of our yard are going crazy. We originally had 15 feet behind my house and now we are close to 10 feet. Do we have any chance of getting them trimmed back? That is my first question. The second is regarding bocce ball. Is it possible to put another set of boards on the inside because there is no option to play bocce ball? That might help.
Ms. Adams: Thank you for your comments. Do any other members of the public or any callers like to make a public comment?
Resident (Deborah Johnson, Scarlett Avenue): I appreciate everything that the Board has done. Of course, all of the money comes from the residents. Now of course we are in the sad situation with COVID, but is there anything that the Board is willing to do for us  as  the residents? Obviously, you can't have a dance with people in this small room, but could we have something outside? We can have a guy right here on the comer playing in a two-piece  band. I  was thinking and I talked to other residents who would like to have something done for the  money they put in all year long with no results, of course, not by any fault of the Board. We  could have a grill outside by the pool, because there is not a lot of participation in this neighborhood. Never has been. You can see how many people out of 700 homes that we have here. So, I just wanted to know if there was anything that they would think about possibly doing for the residents at this time. If not, what is the thinking going forward for the amenity, trying to look at something to do for us, not as a reward, but something that we all had to endure for the past year? Is there anything you can do for us?
Ms. Adams: Thank you.
Resident (Ann Tyler, Scarlett Avenue): There is a new Board. Could you each introduce yourselves? I'm a snowbird and there are other people like that.
All Supervisors and Staff introduced themselves.


Ms. Adams: Are there any other members of the audience or callers who would like to make a comment? Mr. Chairman, hearing none, would you like to move on to organizational matters?
Mr. Sabol: Yes.
Ms. Adams: Would you like for me to run through the agenda? Mr. Sabol: You may do that.

THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS	Organizational Matters
A.	Consideration of Resolution 2021-01 Electing Officers
Ms. Adams: Following the General Election, each year the Board of Supervisors for CDDs do a resolution electing officers. Historically, Lakeside Plantation has gone through this exercise in January. Currently, Bud Sabol serves as Chair, Joe Szewczyk as Vice Chair, George Flint, a staff member with GMS, is Secretary, Bill Roumy, Pina Chichelli, Jason Showe, a staff member with OMS, are Assistant Secretaries as well as Ariel Lovera, a staff member with GMS. Sometimes these Boards like to take these offices one at a time and first deal with the Chairman and then move on to other offices. Sometimes Boards like to propose a slate of officers for consideration. Staff would ask that any slate of officers include myself as an Assistant Secretary as well as George Flint as a Secretary for the purpose of attesting the Chairman's signature on meeting files as well as Ariel Lovera as Treasurer for the purpose of signing checks. So, there are two different approaches we can talce. We can take the Chairman position first or a slate of officers. How would this Board like to proceed?
Mr. Sabol: I would like to nominate one at a time. I nominate Joe as the next Chairman of the Board.

On MOTION by Mr. Sabol seconded by Ms. Benjamin with Ms. Chichelli, Mr. Sabol, Mr. Szewczyk and Ms. Benjamin in favor and Mr. Roumy dissenting, electing Joe Szewczyk as Chairman was approved. (Motion Passed 4-1)


Ms. Adams: The next office is Vice Chair.
Mr. Sabol: I would like to nominate Pina as Vice Chair.


On MOTION by Mr. Sabol seconded by Mr. Szewczyk with all in favor electing Pina Chichelli as Vice Chairperson was approved.
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Ms. Adams: If the Board would like to consider the remaining positions as a slate, we could have George Flint serve as Secretary and Bill Roumy, Bud Sabol, Bonnie Benjamin, Tricia Adams as Assistant Secretaries and Ariel Lovera as Treasurer. We need a motion to accept the slate of officers.
On MOTION by Mr. Szewczyk seconded by Ms. Chichelli with all in favor electing the slate of officers as stated above as evidenced by the adoption of Resolution 2020-01 was ado pted.


Ms. Adams: Mr. Chairman, would you like to run the meeting or for me to continue? Mr. Szewczyk: You may do that.

FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	District Engineer's Report
Ms. Adams: Brent is on the telephone. Brent, do you have a report for the Board?
Mr. Burford: Yes. I just wanted to follow up on the drainage issue at  Magnolia Circle. We have been looking into it. I reviewed a document today that Robson previously prepared, in regard to the conservation easement behind those lots. In that document, all we see is a conservation area over a preserve along with a berm. There is actually no drainage swale as part of that. The issue has been the drainage along the lots on the north side of Magnolia Circle. It appears that the drainage swale is more than likely the responsibility of the homeowner or the HOA, not the COD. I spoke with Sarah early this afternoon and there are a couple of documents that we would look at to clarify that, the actual HOA documents for that subdivision. Before we have her proceed, I reviewed those documents to make sure nothing was dedicated to the CDD for maintenance responsibilities. I think it would be a good thing to do before you make a final call on who is responsible for maintenance in that area. The second item that I have is the drainage near the electrical panel by the tennis courts. I was onsite a couple of weeks ago to look at it. We propose putting in a drainage inlet at the end of the concrete slab that we previously extended and piped outflow to the swale that goes to the lake behind the Amenity Center. I previously  used  Cross  Creek  Environmental  to  work  on·  another  drainage  inlet  that  we put in.
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They were reasonably priced. They are going to be onsite in the next two- or three-months doing lake bank restoration. So, I think that would be a good time to get a price from them. If the price seems reasonable, we can have them take care of that drainage issue while they are out making lake bank repairs. I was onsite a couple of weeks ago, just to go back through the lakes that are on the list for this year to be maintained and restored. Everything still appears to be good. I had a couple of areas where I had a few little corrections to extending some repaired areas and actually eliminate a couple of repaired areas. I will be getting Cross Creek here in the next week or so and will try to get us for the schedule for repairs within the next two to three months. Right now, water levels seem to be lower. I will keep the Board updated. Other than that, that's all I had at this time unless the Board had anything for me.
Mr. Szewczyk: Brent, I have a question. When we originally did the work for the electrical panel, if I remember correctly, there was supposed to be some landscaping done regarding the movement of the water at that time. I don't have the specs on that, but I'm pretty sure that something was supposed to be shelfed in there. Was that ever done and should we have to pay for it again, even when it was supposed to be part of the first job or it was done incorrectly and still needs to be done?
Mr. Burford: It wasn't done incorrectly. When we put the concrete slab in there, ran the panel box and regraded the area, water was draining out to the swale that extended the pipe to, but clay just built up in there. It is really hard to maintain and address. So, in looking at it the other day and discussing it with the gentleman onsite, one solution was to put a drainage inlet right in the concrete slab there and spot it so that it drains into that drainage inlet. It would be easier to maintain if you get that clay out of that drainage inlet instead of the sod. When you try to take clay out of a clump of grass, you are messing with the grass and kills it, but there is nothing but clay and mud out there. So, I think we should put in a drainage inlet to get the water to that swale. There should be two drainage inlets; one that the water goes into and the other that the water will come out of. So, we have two locations that can collect the clay material. It is required maintenance so I think it would be an easier way to maintain it.
Mr. Szewczyk: I know at the last meeting, we discussed the fact that had to be part of our maintenance program. So, if I heard you right, there was some landscaping done in order to have the water move and this is just due to the clay buildup. Correct?
Mr. Burford: Correct.


Mr. Sabol: I don't think there was a contract on that because we moved clay from that area. We need to put concrete in there because it is a safety issue so no one will be electrocuted. So, we decided to put that concrete in, but I don't think we ever had a  contract  to do anything with that clay. Brent and I spoke and we agreed that whatever clay is there, our maintenance man would periodically walk it, straighten it up and clean it out. I know you can put a pipe out there. You can extend it, but all you would be doing is making a larger problem, I believe.
Mr. Burford: Back when we originally did this, it was just to get that water away from the
electrical panel. I think there was some discussion at one time about redoing the concrete area between the tennis courts, which hasn't happened. What we have done was to rectify the safety hazard we had there. I think we can improve it until such time as that area in between the tennis courts is rehabilitated.
Mr. Szewczyk: I just don't want to pay twice.
Mr. Roumy: On Page 2 of our minutes from the last meeting, you were supposed to check with Carlos at Ritzman Courts (Ritzman) regarding the lighting and get back to us. Where do we stand with Ritzman?
Mr. Burford: We finally got him to provide us with a proposal that  contained  the language that we were looking for as far as replacing the two bulbs and ballast, whatever was necessary on Courts 3 and 4. They also included language for the light poles, wiring, the rest of the lights on the courts, control panel, etc. He put that together and it was forwarded to me. I forwarded it on to Scott Smith. I think Scott received it as well from Carlos.
Mr. Smith: That is correct. I can talk about it quickly. We have this proposal. We had a second proposal come in. We were trying to get a third one so we could have three proposals because we had some issues with contractors lately. We had some difficulty getting a third  vendor who originally said that they were going to come out and give us a proposal. During that time though, I have been checking references and I have been able to obtain some positive references from Ritzman from another community that used them recently  and are planning to use them again for some additional work. They said that the new owner really improved things with that company. We were discussing earlier today that we would still like to get the proposal, but we want to get moving on this. Since we have some positive references, we feel comfortable moving forward on the initial repairs and then still try to get additional quotes for the larger project.


Ms. Adams: Are there any other questions for the District Engineer? Thank you, Brent.
Mr. Burford left the meeting.


FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Unfinished Business
Ms. Adams: We didn't have any items listed.


SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	New Business Items
	Discussion of E-Verify Requirements for Special Districts

Ms. Adams: This item is primarily an administrative item. During Florida's  last  legislative session, a new law was enacted requiring Florida Governments including Special Districts like CDDs to participate in the E-Verify System. This is a system that is tied to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) for verification of  immigration  status.  Ultimately, most of this is an administrative matter. The way that it will impact the District is the District is required to enroll in the E-Verify System with a Memorandum of Understanding. The District is also required with agreements moving forward after January 1, 2021 to have, in your contracts, you are required to have language that vendors  we contract  with are also required to participate in the E-Verify System. It is a Federal system tied to DHS regarding the scrutiny of documents to confirm immigration status. Ultimately, we are going to be looking for the Board to make a motion delegating authority to District management staff to enroll the District and take care of administrative matters related to the E-Verify System. Sarah, did you have anything  to add  on this item?
Ms. Sandy: I think that covers it for the most part. Impacts on the District are requiring us to enroll in the E-Verify System, but after that you will see a requirement in future contracts that the contractor certifies that they are enrolled in the E-Verify System. Because the District  does not have employees of its own at this time, we won't have many impacts.
Ms. Adams: If there are no questions, we would be seeking authority to District management staff to enroll the District in the E-Verify System and take care of administrative matters.




On MOTION by Mr. Szewczyk seconded by Ms. Benjamin with all in favor delegating authority to District management staff to enroll the District in the E-Verify System and handle all administrative matters was approved.
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	Consideration of Proposals for Landscape Enhancements

Ms. Adams: Included in your agenda package, under Tab B are landscape proposals. The District has a current Landscape Maintenance Agreement with Bloomings Landscape & Turf Management. Back in the spring, the Board delegated authority to Pina to meet with the contractor on a regular basis regarding landscape compliance issues and landscape enhancements that were needed throughout the District. Pina, in cooperation with the vendor identified two areas that are high profile areas. The first area is in front of the Clubhouse. There are two end areas of vegetated median abutting either end of the Clubhouse where there are some Palm trees. In those current beds, the landscaping declined. Some of the landscaping has already been pulled out. So, the first proposal is for those areas. It includes some new Ficus, new Crotons and new Lariope for a total of $1,080. We can take these proposals individually or I would be happy to walk through both of them and then allow the Board to discuss them. The next proposal is for the area behind the pool, which is a high-profile area. There are some areas behind the pool that have empty mulch beds. There is some vegetation in there, but it is sparse. This proposal is to install additional Crotons in that area. I will note on the second proposal, you have the installation of Crotons for $306 and $234 respectively. That smaller item of trimming back the Palmetto that had been included, had already been approved. So, it's no longer a part ohhis proposal. So, your total proposal for the installation of the new Crotons would be $540. This item is ready for Board discussion. Ms. Chichelli may have additional comments.
Ms. Chichelli: The first proposal was submitted in 2017 and nothing was done. So, I
think we need to change that to give more color and light at the entrance to the Clubhouse. The second one is for color in back of the pool. This was suggested and I think it's a good idea.
Ms. Adams: The Board allocated $5,000 in your budget for landscape items out of the contracted services and mulch. So, there are monies allocated towards landscaping enhancements.


Mr. Roumy: I have some issues with Bloomings. Every time they come in and trim the bushes behind the tennis courts around the fence, they leave the clippings, which blow onto the tennis court. Also, there are a lot of shrubs that aren't maintained. It doesn't look good in back of the courts. So, I would like to have Bloomings one day trim the bushes and move the trimmings away from the court and not onto the court. Secondly, there is a need  to trim  Oak trees behind the tennis courts. Oak trees are overhanging the fence and need to be trimmed back. Otherwise, we have a lot of leaves come onto the court and it is hard for the maintenance people to clean the court early in the morning especially when it's damp to get rid of these leaves.
Ms. Chichelli: We just cleaned one of them.
Mr. Roumy: Not enough. They have to go back and do a little more. I received complaints from residents alongside Plantation Boulevard. If you walk on the grass, there are ants.
Ms. Chichelli: We have that in our report.
Mr. Roumy: So, this has to be addressed. I hope they do something about it. In front of the shoe washer, there is a tree. I showed it to them. That area has to be cleaned up better than what is there right now.
Ms. Chichelli: Yes. We just talked about it.
Mr. Sabol: There is something else, Pina. When you go down Plantation Boulevard, it is planted sporadically. When will the bushes be trimmed? There are bushes out there that are quite high, which makes it difficult to see when you are going in and out of the facility.
Ms. Adams: If there is a line-of-sight issue, we will make sure to bring that up because that is an important issue.
Ms. Chichelli: Can you give me a specific area?
Mr. Roumy: It's when you make a right onto Scarlett Avenue from Plantation Boulevard.
Mr. Szewczyk: Have we discussed anything regarding some additional plantings around the tennis court?
Ms. Chichelli: We have a big problem right now with the sand.
Ms. Adams: The areas that were included in the agenda package were identified as priority areas where there is no impediment to the installation. The area around the tennis court is also an important area, but we have some maintenance and drainage issues that we are looking at before we are confident about changing landscaping in that area.


On MOTION by Mr. Szewczyk seconded by Mr. Sabol with all in favor the proposals from Bloomings Landscape & Turf Management for landscape enhancements in the amount of $1,080 and $540 respectively were approved.
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	Discussion of COVID-19 Protocols

Ms. Adams: We placed this item on the agenda to confirm the operating schedule, operating hours and COVID guidelines with the Board each month since the pandemic began. Florida is now in Phase 3 of reopening. The amenities are open. There are still some restrictions in place and staff would like to confirm those restrictions with the Board. One restriction that is in place right now is the hot tub is currently closed. As Board Members are probably  aware, there have been numerous resident requests to open the hot tub so we would like direction from the Board regarding the policy for the hot tub. The hot tub does not allow for the six feet social distancing protocol and that was the reason for the closure.
Ms. Benjamin: Has there been any discussion about limiting the number of people in the hot tub down to two?
Ms. Adams: Of course, we can suggest managing one person at a time in the hot tub or
two people at a time.
Mr. Roumy: It is very difficult to control. Ms. Adams: Correct.
Mr. Sabol: The only way you can do that is if you allow one person at a time and then the Facilities Manager or assistant would have to go out there and have the individual sign a 15- minute waiver for the hot tub, but having two or three people in there is not a good idea.
Ms. Chichelli: Can we post signs so people know only two people are allowed in the hot
tub?
Mr. Szewczyk: Well, when we opened up some of the amenities, I remember on the
tennis court, if you were playing doubles, you had to be from the same household on the same side of the court. So maybe we can do something along those lines that there be one person at a time or two from the same household. I don't know if that's possible. It's going to be hard to monitor, but I am one of the people that wanted to see it open. I would like to see only one person at a time be allowed in the hot tub unless they are from the same household and there would be a maximum of two.
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Mr. Roumy: Are there Center for Disease Control (CDC) guidelines for a hot tub?
Ms. Adams: The CDC previously recommended that hot tubs be closed due to a lack of social distancing ability in a hot tub; however, I have not reviewed those guidelines recently.
Mr. Roumy: Is that for Phase 1, Phase 2 or Phase 3?
Ms. Adams: The Federal guidelines did not go by a phase. That was mid-way through the 2020 calendar year when those guidelines were released for public facilities.
Mr. Roumy: In my opinion, I think you should close the hot tub for another month.
Mr. Sabol: I think Joe has the right idea. I think we should open it up to family members
only.
Mr. Roumy: The problem is how are we going to police them? There is going to be a
burden placed on staff.
Mr. Sabol: We can have them sign a waiver and set a time limit of 15 minutes or half an
hour.
Ms. Chichelli: Can we get certification? Ms. Adams: Yes.
Ms. Chichelli: If the CDC said no, then we won't do it.
Ms. Adams: If you are asking for staff to bring back the recommendation next month
based on Federal health guidelines, we would be happy to do that. Is that what I'm hearing or would the Board like to consider opening it up for single or family members of the same household? Basically, you need to understand that people are going to be on the honor  system. We don't have access to marriage certificates. So, there is going to be a certain amount of honor system involved.
Mr. Sabol: Our previous manager did not police that area correctly. We have a new manager now and I think she is going to police things much more. That would be one of  her duties to police that. What do you think, Joe?
Mr. Szewczyk: I'm okay waiting another month at this point.
Ms. Adams: We would be happy to bring back recommendations from the CDC and the Florida Department of Health (FDOH).
Mr. Roumy: We can send an email to everybody.
Mr. Szewczyk: If it turns out that it requires CDC guidelines or the local Health Department that it's okay for that to open, we can move forward before the next meeting to say,


"Okay, it's going to be open and here are the guidelines." Then we would leave it up to staff to decide on how to proceed.
Mr. Smith: The one thing that would be hard to police is when you put time limits on the hot tub, most people tend not to want to stay in the hot tub longer than 20 or 30 minutes. I think that part polices itself. So, I just wanted to bring that up for consideration.
Mr. Szewczyk: If it's a go, staff can set procedures and put it in place.
Ms. Adams: Okay, so we will take that as Board direction. The understanding is as long as there is no conflict with the CDC nor FDOH guidelines, the hot tub could be open for single use or people in the same household. Staff will implement procedures to manage that.
Mr. Sabol: With a limit of two people.
Ms. Benjamin: I don't think we should have to limit it if it's in a household.
Mr. Sabol: What are you going to do when seven kids show up?
Ms. Benjamin: They are in the same household anyway. The CDC is clear that you are already exposed in your household.
Mr. Sabol: We will see what their guidelines are.
Ms. Adams: We will also ensure that it is in compliance with other policies that the  Board adopted regarding age requirements or other limitations. Another item on the COVID-19 protocol discussion is you may have noticed in the Amenity Manager's Report that there is a proposal to bring food trucks into the community. Amenity staff believes that they can manage this within the CDC and FDOH Social Distancing Guidelines. So, this is something that staff would put forward for Board consideration, but because of the COVID-19 pandemic, we want to get Board direction on whether the Board is comfortable having food trucks at Lakeside Plantation during the Corona Virus pandemic.
Mr. Szewczyk: I personally think it's a great idea. Combine that with Deborah Johnson's idea of a two-piece band, you have a great community activity that we  have not been able to have for a year now. So, I'm all for it.
Ms. Benjamin: I am too.
Ms. Adams: Alright. We will take that as Board direction. Along those same lines, before the Corona virus pandemic, Clubhouse staff was habituated to providing complimentary coffee service at the Clubhouse each morning. Staff believes that coffee service could be set up with sanitizing supplies and asking residents to self-sanitize before and after. Disposable and other
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supplies are single use. There would be some common touching with the handle. Again, that is the self-sanitization before and after use, so this would be another item that  staff  is seeking Board direction on.
Mr. Szewczyk: So, we would offer hand sanitizer right there? Ms. Adams: Yes.
Ms. Chichelli: The only thing they will be touching would be the coffee and the handle.
Mr. Roumy: Do we know how many people come here in the morning and have coffee?
Ms. Lorf: I heard in the past it has been less than 20. When we have tennis in the  morning, the players like to have their coffee. I heard that they are bringing their own from  home, but it's nice to have fresh brewed coffee and talk while waiting to play. That's why I thought I would bring that to your attention.
Mr. Szewczyk: I don't see a problem. Everybody is pretty good is about that. I know the little coffee clatch that used to hang on the rocking chairs every morning and appreciated it. I'm fine with having coffee available.
Mr. Sabol: I'm fine with that also.
Ms. Benjamin: Can we provide something for people who don't want to touch it directly?
I know you have sanitizer and that's helpful, but can you make sure that there are napkins?
Ms. Lorf: Yes.
Mr. Sabol: Why couldn't you just take that pump off and use the small containers? You could open the containers and put it in the coffee.
Mr. Szewczyk: I think there's talk about the actual handle of the coffee.
Mr. Sabol: When you pump with your bare hands, you are passing germs.
Ms. Lorf: We could use tissue paper and put up a sign saying that you have to use it. We won't use the one with the handle. It might be easier to use the pump. Staff will make sure that  we fill those pumps.
Ms. Adams: Alright. We will take that as Board direction. Do Board Members have any other items to discuss regarding the current COVID-19 protocols that are in place for the amenities?
Mr. Roumy: What is the difference between the coffee we have here and the water jug at the tennis court? We have 20 people touching that jug. So, what is the difference?
Ms. Lorf: I think there should be a sanitizer station. We can definitely put that out there.


Ms. Adams: Staff will check on that. Thank you, Mr. Roumy.
Ms. Lorf: There are individual cups out there right now that they can grab. Mr. Roumy: I think they have to push a button.
Ms. Lorf: We can put a sign out there with the hand sanitizer.
Mr. Sabol: I have actually seen some of the tennis players in past years, go out there and drink out of that with their mouth. These people should be reprimanded for that. I don't know who they are, but I can give you some names.
Mr. Roumy: Otherwise, you are defeating the purpose of sanitizing everything.


SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Business Administration
	Approval of Minutes of December 16, 2020 Meeting

Ms. Adams: Do any Board Members have any comments or corrections to the minutes? I have a correction on Page 1. At the time of the meeting Joe Szewczyk was Vice Chairman. I saw that he was accidentally listed as Assistant Secretary. So, we will make that correction.
Mr. Roumy: I don't have any corrections, but I have a few things that I would like to discuss. Should I discuss that now or later on?
Ms. Adams: Right now, we are on the approval of the minutes from the December 16th meeting. We will have the Amenity Manager's Report under staff reports.
Mr. Roumy: Okay.
Ms. Chichelli: I don't have any corrections.

On MOTION by Mr. Sabol seconded by Ms. Chichelli with all in favor the Minutes of the December 16, 2020 Meeting were approved as amended.


	Approval of Check Register

Ms. Adams: Under Tab Bin your agenda package, you have checks from December 1 to December 31, 2020. These are from the General Fund as well as the automatic drafts. Your Check Run Summary is for $42,274.21. The detail was included in the agenda package.  Are there any questions regarding the Check Run Summary?
Mr. Roumy: Can someone tell me why an invoice was blacked out?


Ms. Adams: The way it was produced, it didn't copy well. It was a  logo  for  their business.
Mr. Rourny: This is not acceptable. I didn't know who you wrote the check for.
Ms. Adams: I see exactly what you are saying. That their company logo.  When it is  copied in black and white, it is difficult to see. It is for Bloomings. It is difficult to read. What looks like it is blacked out, is actually their logo. I believe you can see all of the information on the invoice for the amounts and pertinent details.
Mr. Rourny: You submitted a copy of an invoice without names. That is not good. Next
time we need the name.
Mr. Szewczyk: They are saying that when submitted, it had the name.
Ms. Benjamin: You are just looking at a xeroxed copy. The original is in the email. If you open the attachment, it is in color.
Ms. Adams: Are there any other questions? Otherwise, staff would be seeking a motion
to approve the Check Run Summary.

On MOTION by Mr. Szewczyk seconded by Mr.  Roumy  with all in favor the December Check Register was approved.


	Balance Sheet and Income Statement

Ms. Adams: This item was included for informational purposes. No action is required by the Board. It is your Balance Sheet and Income Statement. These are the unaudited financials through December 30th•   If  you have questions, we can discuss those.
Mr. Szewczyk: I just have a couple of comments. Do we keep $3 in petty cash? That's amazing. On the Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance, everyone has to realize that as long as COVID is here and it's going to be here for a while,  we  are not going to come anywhere near our revenue projections. We need to start thinking  about now, out of activities, that $10,000, is not going to happen. So that is $10,000 less than we are going to have available to us to be paying some of these other bills. So, we might want  to take a good  hard look at our revenue projections and cut back on a couple of areas. Those are my comments.
Ms. Adams: That is a good comment. I will mention  that for some of these, this revenue is offsetting the expenses. For example, with activities, there is a reduction in revenue,  but there is a parallel reduction in spending. That is not the case for all of these items, for example,
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Clubhouse rental and tennis club where the expenses are not expected to be reduced by the same amount. That is a good point.

EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	General Audience Comments
Ms. Adams: We have another opportunity for general audience comments. Do any members of the audience have any comments to discuss items on the agenda that you would like to bring to the Board's attention? State your name and address and try to limit your comments to three minutes.
Resident (John Rice, Magnolia Circle): At the last meeting, I believe Scott from Vesta thought that maybe he was going to be able to share the job description for the position they are interviewing with the Board.
Mr. Smith: I haven't sent it out yet, but I can send it out tomorrow.
Resident (John Rice, Magnolia Circle): I'm talking about before a decision is made. I just wanted to know if that happened. Had the Board approved the Amenity Facility Policies that were revised on September 16, 2020?
Ms. Adams: The date on the Amenity Policies is the date that the Board approved it.
Resident (John Rice, Magnolia Circle): Okay. Thank you. Last Fall, I started chatting  with the Chairman, Bud Sabol about some of the things that we think we should call to the attention of amenity staff regarding the rules governing tennis courts. Bud asked me to put together something that I can share with the Board. That communication was designed on November 20th• Bud asked me ifl   would come to the meetings and support it. My intention was to get a memo to all five Board Members and not make it public. Just let them look at the memo and provide feedback to Bud. Then at some point in time, he can tell me yes, no, good, bad or whatever. I'm willing to do that. I can pass it on now if Bud wants to read it or you want me to read it. Whatever you want to do, Bud.
Mr. Sabol: I would say go ahead and read it.
Resident (John Rice, Magnolia Circle): It is dated November 20th•


"Mr. Sabol, I understand that the Board of Supervisors may soon be receiving the revised tennis policies. If so, please share this communication with the other Supervisors. The comments below are intended solely to highlight some of the current policy wording and provisions, which can probably be approved upon in


forthcoming policy revisions. It is written not to be critical to the point of any present author or authors or any approval  body. This is not in the policy, but it is a practice that the tennis players do every day they play. This should be in our policies. "All players are responsible to participate in the  grooming  of  their court, i.e., brushing and re-lining, prior to the end of their court time  and removing all personal items, deposing of unwanted tennis balls, water cups, balls, drink cans and so forth. " If that was put in, then we could relieve some  of the other policies that is in there. In the current policy, number 10, the  wording implies and states that the chairs in the gathering area between the courts can be put on the courts. I don't think so. The current policy, in number 14, addresses bumping players who are exceeding the time limit on their reserved court. The circumstances  in that provision,  which  I will read to you,  A,  B and D  are  often
described under tennis etiquette reminders. I have a suggestion to exclude an indefensible provision that says, "Wait outside the entrance gate." So,  if your court  is occupied  and  you  tell  people,  "We  are  here  and  we  have  a reserved
court, " the policy says to wait outside the entrance gate until your court is available. I have never seen that happen. The current posted policy 16 says dogs and other pets with the exception of service dogs are not permitted on the amenity facility grounds. There is a new sign p9sted on the fence that says, "No dogs allowed on the courts. " So, we have one thing saying, "No dogs on the  courts" and the other rule saying, "No dogs permitted in the facilities. " I remember a couple of years ago when there was a dog incident that was not nice and this is why that rule got put in there. I'm hearing two different things; one doesn't allow them on the courts and the other is don't allow them into the facility itself So  maybe that can be cleaned up. Current posted policy says there is a thunderstorm policy. That is written in the rules as a separate policy. It needs to be put into the body of the rules under, "Inclement weather. " I participated in a Lakeside Tennis Hearing Committee two years ago. Several members volunteered to work on various topics and initiatives that could potentially grow our tennis membership, improve tennis operations and communications. I was to review the current tennis policies and recommended any policy provisions that may assist to improve that communication. Input was sought from existing club members and players and from other tennis clubs. There was only one small segment of the proposed Lakeside Plantation Tennis Club general information policies and rules to be finalized by the Steering Committee. When completed and approved, it could be shared with the CDD Supervisors for their further action. "

Resident (John Rice, Magnolia Circle): That's all1 I have. I have a copy of our current existing rules with the problems. Thank you very much for your time.
Mr. Szewczyk: I recommend that staff take a look at these suggestions and see how they fit and come back to the Board with a, "Yes, this makes sense, let's make these changes."
Ms. Adams: Absolutely. Are there any other general audience comments?


Resident (Ann Tyler, Scarlett Avenue): Regarding the coffee, I love coming out here for coffee. Unless staff wants to be hostesses and put on gloves to pour that pot, I think it is a very bad thing right now with COVID. You see people come from the bathrooms. Did they wash their hands? I don't think it's safe at this time
Ms. Adams: Are there any other general audience comments?
Resident (Terry Maltese, Magnolia Circle): I was just wondering about the bathroom repairs. When we were here in October/November, they were under construction.
Ms. Adams: That will be addressed. Do we have a caller with an audience comment? Resident (Cathy Miceli, Jonah Drive): I don't know if this is the proper channel for this,
but I'm kind of wondering about the entrance off of Toledo Blade where the fountains were repainted a greenish color a year or two years ago. I'm just wondering if there any chance of getting those painted a more appealing neutral color. I don't think they  don't look  so great. I  don't think it would cost too much and it might be a good upgrade. I don't know if this is the proper forum for that.
Ms. Adams: Thank you for your comment. Are there any other general comments?
Hearing none,


NINTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Staff Reports
	District Counsel

Ms. Adams: Sarah, do you have anything else for the Board?
Ms. Sandy: The only item that I have to report to the Board is I wanted to let the Board Members know that I will be going on Maternity Leave sometime between the beginning to mid March. Mike Eckert who is familiar with this Board  will continue to serve the District and will  be attending meetings or Lauren Gentry from my office, another attorney with the CDD group that is a great attorney, will be working with Mike. I'm happy to answer any questions regarding the transition. If there are no questions, I don't have anything else to report to the Board. The District Engineer asked me to look into the HOA documents on the drainage issue, so I will be doing that unless there is some objection from the Board.
Ms. Adams: Thank you, Sarah.


	District Manager
	Action Items List
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Ms. Adams: This was included in your agenda package under Tab 1. There may be some items here that Supervisor Roumy may want to discuss as we are going through this. We also have an Amenity Manager's Report. If we hit on a topic that you have been waiting for, please don't wait to discuss. Included in the agenda package is the Action Item List. The only change that is subsequent to the publication of the agenda is that the pool heater repairs were completed. So that is now a completed item. There is an item that requires further Board discussion. Earlier today, I transmitted official communication that went to a vendor, Ed Handyman. He has been hired to do restroom partition installation. That installation has not been satisfactory. We are concerned that he will not be able to complete the project to satisfaction. At this time, staff is going to be reaching out to the manufacturer, to find a manufacturer's recommended  installer who can come and assess the installation and determine the amount that would be required to ensure the partitions were installed properly and if needed, replace any damaged  panels.  We hope to have that information in advance of your February Board meeting. Ed, the handyman  was given a deadline of January 31st to complete the project to satisfaction. After he received that official communication, there has not been any communication back to the District; however, staff has been made aware that he was here after hours yesterday and retrieved all of his equipment that he left onsite for numerous weeks and months. So, this is really just an item for informational purposes right now and if there is any Board discussion, this would be the appropriate time to have that discussion.
Mr. Sabol: We paid him $1,400. Right? Ms. Adams: Right. He was paid a deposit.
Mr. Sabol: Ifhe was terminated, could we take that money and pay a new person?
Ms. Adams: Yes. We have been working with Sarah regarding putting him on notice that the work is unsatisfactory and also that he would be responsible for damages. So presumably the damaged partitions would be included in that and he would not be owed any money from the District because of the substandard work and damages.
Mr. Sabol: So that proposal is null and void.
Ms. Adams: Ifhe is unable to meet the January 3!51 deadline and install properly, yes. Ms. Chichelli: Did we get the key back from him?
Ms. Adams: Staff will be working on that issue. That is an item for Board discussion. If there are no other comments at this time or discussion, feel free to contact me or Tamara


regarding the status. She is doing some legwork in contacting the manufacturer, reviewing warranty information and other things that might be helpful to the District. Are there any other questions regarding any of the items that are on the Action Item List? There  are some items  under the Amenity Manager's Report.
Mr. Roumy: What about the rate membership hearing? You mention on Page 15 that you are going to have a hearing about the rates.
Ms. Adams: There was discussion about the process for the Board to adopt rates. If the Board wants to change the rates, there is a formal process where there is a legal notice in the newspaper requiring a 28- and 29-day notice. The Board would need to approve a rate fee for publication and set a rate hearing. We have not kicked off that process yet. I think there was discussion that the new Amenity Management Team would be evaluating the tennis program and that would be something that could be discussed perhaps in conjunction  with the budgeting  cycle.
Mr. Roumy: Can we discuss it now or wait until Scott comes up with the rates?
Ms. Adams: Mr. Chairman, would you like to discuss the tennis membership now?
Mr. Szewczyk: We can discuss it now. I just want to make a comment regarding that rate. We didn't agree that we were going to get to the rates. All we agreed on was to start enforcing who was allowed to play or not. We never got into the discussion about redoing the rates,  but  let's have the discussion on the rest of the tennis issues.
Ms. Adams: Mr. Roumy, did you have some comments regarding the tennis membership or the current status?
Mr. Roumy: According to the last meeting, District management staff was supposed to prepare the legal notice and set the rates at a future time. So, when is this going to take effect?
Ms. Adams: When the Board directs it.
Mr. Roumy: So, counsel knows about this?
Ms. Adams: There is no timeline until the Board directs that process. I think the process right now was to get an understanding of the current situation with the tennis membership and make sure the current program fees are enforced.
Mr. Roumy: If the Board wants to make a change, then they can direct legal counsel and District management staff to prepare a legal notice. In my book, it seems  like someone  is going to be preparing the notice.
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Ms. Benjamin: I think the content of that conversation was that it is possible if we choose to move forward in that direction. Not that anyone started that process yet.
Mr. Roumy: This would be something that would be swept under the rug and forgotten
about.
Ms. Adams: It's whatever the Board directs staff.
Ms. Sandy: We can come back with a document to kick off that process at the next
meeting. I think what staff needs to know, is what direction we would like to move the rate. That is the discussion that we will have at the next meeting.
Mr. Roumy: Okay.
Mr. Szewczyk: Is part of your review a look at whether or tennis fees are comparable to
others?
Mr. Scott: We could certainly look at that. We have not compared it to other facilities.
We could start to do that. Currently what we are trying to do, is take a look at trying to put in some new enforcement policies, a new way to try and enforce it. That is what we are trying to focus on now. Tamara has some information to update the Board on. We collected a lot of new membership fees recently. That is what we are trying to focus on at this point, but if you would like to start looking at other facilities, we can certainly do that.
Mr. Szewczyk: I don't remember what our rates were, but I don't have a problem  with  the rates. I have a problem with enforcing who is on the courts and whether they  paid their fees or not.
Mr. Roumy: For your information, what we are charging here is the lowest.
Mr. Szewczyk: Okay. Well, we can include that in your review/sampling. If we need to  be a little more competitive, then let's get a little more competitive.
Ms. Lorf: Okay.
Mr. Sabol: I think that raising membership fees is secondary to the problem we have. The reason we arrived at the problem we have, is because previous management did not do their job. That is how we arrived at that. Now that we have a new person on board, we expect this person, which is you and your staff, when someone is paying tennis, to go out there in the morning and pull the cards. Ask if they are members. The problem is that nobody ever went out. That is one of the biggest problems right there. As far as membership fees, we talked about raising those.


Mr. Roumy: A couple of hours ago, we had an issue with people playing on our court. One person said that he was a member or resident. Can someone define what a resident is? Is it going by their Driver's License? Because anyone can say that they are a resident and not a resident. According to him, he can bring as many people as he wants to play tennis.
Mr. Sabol: That's not right.
Mr. Roumy: Now, I have seven guys that don't even live here and they can play  tennis for free if that's the rule. If this is the rule, I think it's wrong. You cannot bring people from outside to play here every day for free.
Mr. Szewczyk: I thought we set a limit.
Ms. Adams: Yes. The Board adopted Amenity Policies for the tennis program that sets a number of people that a resident can bring.
Mr. Roumy: I'm sorry. I misunderstood you when you said that you allow four people to come with a resident. It's not right. Something has to change.
Resident (John Rice, Magnolia Circle): I agree. Ms. Adams: This is Board discussion.
Mr. Roumy: My understanding two hours ago is that he was talking about a different  rule. So, someone has to tell me what the rules are.
Ms. Benjamin: I think we have to go with what the manager just said. Mr. Roumy: I understand.
Ms. Benjamin: We have to give her time to get up to date.
Mr. Roumy: On Sunday morning, what time does the office open? Ms. Lorf: 9:00 a.m.
Ms. Staubly: On Sunday we are open from 12:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Mr. Roumy: There is no one around to police the tennis courts. So, what can we do about that? A lot of people come here on Sunday morning and play tennis for free. So, I don't know how you are going to manage this.
Mr. Smith: That may require additional staff. We can bring that back to the Board.
Mr. Roumy: I am bringing you the problems we have on the tennis court all of these years. Thank God we have a card that you are going to issue and things of that nature. Thanks for your advice. However, we have to control it very quickly like tonight. That's not acceptable.
Mr. Sabol: We could control the starting time.



tennis.
 
Mr. Roumy: We can't because you open at noon and they come here at 8:00 a.m. to play

Mr. Sabol: We should have somebody on staff.
Mr. Roumy: I'm just bringing it to your attention that people are coming to use our
facilities, bathrooms, courts and no one is around. Who pays these costs?
Mr. Smith: We will look at it.
Mr. Roumy: If someone says that they are a resident, ask for their Driver's License.
Ms. Staubly: Bill, when they come in for a pass, we check their ID and ask for their full name and address, look them up in our system and look it up on the Property Appraiser  website to make sure that they are still the current owner of the home.
Ms. Lorf: We are going to discuss it under the Amenity Manager's Report. I was going to go into what we are doing. We aren't there yet, but I like the directives.
Mr. Sabol: How are we going to do that? We need to have a meeting. We have to resolve this some way. So, we should have some members from the Tennis Club and a couple of representatives from the Board to discuss it.
Mr. Szewczyk: We are going to have the amenities company come up with suggestions  on the way things are going. We don't need any additional committees. We can't have more than one Board Member sitting there anyway. Why can't we discuss what they come up with?
Mr. Sabol: Because in the past, it went right over everybody's head and we got a lot of problems over it. So, we will discuss it.
Ms. Adams: This is good Board input and staff is hearing the Board priorities loud and
clear.
Mr. Sabol: I just want to make sure it doesn't become a dead issue like it has in the last
five years.


	Insurance Claim Statement of Loss

Ms. Adams: This is an informational item for the Board regarding  the  mildew remediation that recently occurred. There is an insurance claim Statement of Loss. This is not an item that requires Board action. This is simply letting the Board Members know that all of the remediation that was scheduled, all of the work that was done has been part of the Statement of
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Loss and will be covered by the insurance less the $2,500 deductible. So, we will be expecting reimbursement from our insurance company on that item.
Mr. Roumy: At the last meeting, you mentioned that someone was going to come in to check the system.
Ms. Adams: That was noted as a completed item on that Action Item List.
Mr. Roumy: So, when he comes in, we can complete the work? Ms. Adams: Yes.

	Amenities Manager - Monthly Report

Ms. Adams: There are many items that amenities staff will be going through.  In addition to the items that we are going through, we already have Board direction regarding continuing to enforce the policies in place and bring back the Amenity Policies with suggested revisions for Board consideration at future meetings. So, I will turn it over to Vesta.
Ms. Lorf: Hello, I'm Tamara. I'm excited  to be here. It has only  been my third  week, but I really listened to the residents, anyone else who has come to me, even staff. I want you to be reassured that I am and my staff is going around and checking these amenities. That is something that is going to be enforced. We come in with new eyes and there are areas of improvement, which is good. That's what I'm here for. I know that tennis is a huge dilemma that we have been addressing. Some ideas coming into it was reading over the policies. I'm glad that you brought that up today. I will make some revisions to it at the next meeting and present it to the Board. Under number 3, it is not clear about patrons and guests. It says, "Tennis courts are for patrons and guests only. Patrons may invite guests to play for $10 each." In reading this, there is some confusion between residents and paying tennis members. I think it should be knocked down to A and B so it's clear. If you are a resident, you are only  allowed to bring three guests on one court.  It does say that.
Resident (John Rice, Magnolia Circle): How many times? Ms. Lorf: It says once per week.
Resident (John Rice, Magnolia Circle): Can I invite my buddies to play here?
Ms. Lorf: Going along with this, that's one way to moving forward on how we  can  address it. If you want to make changes, let me know and I will make those changes for you. Everyone has passes, so it's nice that we have the red tennis passes. What we are doing now is


giving them a zip tie. I've been going out there in the morning and afternoon telling them that they need to have a pass. I'm checking to see if there are many passes on those tennis bags as there are heads playing. If not, we are going to have to address it right there. It's been going very well since we have been doing it. Since January, we already collected $3,198, because people are being called out. The nice thing is that residents know better than I do who lives here and who doesn't. I already had residents say, "J don't recognize you" or they will bring it to my attention, which is great and I will go out and enforce it. I have no problem  doing that. I did put up a sign  at the tennis courts. We will be going out and checking and enforcing it. It will have their full name on it and expiration date. We also have a spreadsheet. Every time someone  starts paying for a membership, we update it every year. You will see the date change and it is posted on the tennis courts as well. Another suggestion I have been looking at to present to you, is the tennis court is the only amenity we have here that is not locked. There is a keypad lock that we can install and if they don't come in and check in with us and get their  passes, they can't get in. It's not too pricy, but we could put that out there because  it is the only one that doesn't have a lock  on it. When they get their passes, we need to make sure that their emails and phone numbers are updated. When someone comes in, we check their Driver's License and the Property Appraiser website to ensure that they live here. Because right now, just in two weeks, I've had 10 new people coming in here and giving me their Warranty Deed and everything. So, we are verifying it because if there is an emergency, we need to be able to communicate. Communication is key. Hopefully that sounds good. Are there any questions?
Mr. Roumy: Can we differentiate between residents and paid members, so we know who is who?
Ms. Lorf: It's a great idea. Right now, with the machine that we have in there, when you are printing out one card, they have to wait. We print out one sheet at a time for one card. That's why we are giving residents numbers, because now I can fit eight on there. The cost of ink and paper is expensive. The red tag signifies that it is for tennis, but we are marking it different and there are stamps. So, someone can't just go make another one. We can do guest passes in white. I would like to use regular paper and not laminate them because they will get damaged after one day's use or get wet. I can tell that they were used, so someone can't just copy one. We will still stamp it here in the office.
Mr. Roumy: What are you going to do when staff is not here?
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Ms. Lorf: The time that is on Sundays is an issue that will have to come back to you guys because it is not up to us.
Mr. Roumy: If you start at 9:00 a.m., how are the people that come at 8:00 a.m. to play going to come into the office and get the cards?
Mr. Scott: We were talking about the keypad, right?
Ms. Lorf: Yes. We are going to send out a mass email, so we can inform residents and members. We have an email that we have been going through and updating so we can send this out for our keypads. If that's something you want me to look further into, I would be happy to do that.



people.
 Mr. Roumy: I don't know how we are going to do it. It's going to be tough.
Ms.  Chichelli:  I  know  sometimes  the residents  share  the  keypad  number  with other


Ms. Lorf: That is the nice thing about the keypad. Right now, in looking at it, we don't
have any abuse for the Gym and library, but that's on an honor system with the residents. This needs to be dated and has been revised and signed, so if I ever have to call someone out, we are enforcing what the rules are.
Mr. Roumy: We have been talking about this for the last three years. Ms. Lorf: I'm on your side. I want to see results.
Mr. Roumy: It's about time that you are doing something about it.
Ms. Lorf: I want everyone to enjoy it. When things change, I'm excited about events because I like to have parties. I'm with you guys.
Ms. Adams: The report was included in the agenda package. Do any Board Members have any questions regarding any of the items in the report or would you like for Tamara to walk you through each item?
Mr. Roumy: I have some questions. On Page 15 of the minutes, you said that there was a problem with the roller. What is happening to the roller?
Mr. Smith: Staff thought they could repair the roller, but unfortunately, they were not able to repair it. They communicated to us that they feel like it is still operating. They are still using it every day. They are just not able to repair it 100%.
Mr. Roumy: What happened to it?


Mr. Smith: Staff said somehow it became warped. They don't know exactly how it happened.
Ms. Staubly: Our maintenance man thinks that someone did not put it away after using it and it sat out in the sun and got sun damage.
Mr. Roumy: So, we have to buy a new one because it is part of the maintenance program.
Mr. Smith: We can certainly look into getting a new roller. Staff said that so far, they can still use it. It is not damaged beyond still being able to operate it.
Mr. Roumy: On Page 15, I mentioned that the light posts leading to the lake  were leaning.
Mr. Smith: We are still looking into that. We had John our maintenance man look at stabilizing them. When he inspected them, he inspected them prior to the last meeting. There was a lot of electrical damage going on underneath it that needs to be repaired before they can be stabilized. We already received one quote for $7,000 and are trying to get competing quotes because it is a high-tech item. A lot of work needs to be done.
Mr. Roumy: So, when are you going to have a report on them?
Mr. Smith: Like I said, he has one quote from the company that has done the majority of the electrical work around here, Sergeants. It is fairly high, a little over $7,000. We are trying to get competing quotes just to make sure that its competitive in the market with such a high dollar item. It is at the top of our list. We really want to get it repaired because its onsite work.
Mr. Roumy: Have you heard anything about the mulch for the playground? What happened to that?
Mr. Smith: I didn't know that was an item.
Mr. Roumy: Did you talk about replenishing it because it's ugly?
Mr. Szewczyk: I don't think we talked about replenishing it. I think we talked about making sure it was on the maintenance schedule until it turned over and brought back to life.
Mr. Smith: Right now, it's pretty full and plentiful. We also recently cleaned the playground and we are going to schedule another cleaning because it needs additional cleaning. We are doing that in-house.
Mr. Roumy: Another item is on Page 19 in the minutes from the last meeting, you mentioned that you were going to submit an annual maintenance schedule for short and long term projects. Where do we stand on this?
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Mr. Smith: We are getting very close. We have a checklist. I spoke to the Chairman and we are working on updating the checklist.
Mr. Roumy: There was also the job description that John asked about. So, at the next meeting, we will have all of these items?
Mr. Smith: Yes. We will get them before the next meeting.
Ms. Adams: Is there any other discussion on the Amenity Center Management Report?
Hearing none,


	Discussion of Current Pond Maintenance Agreement and Pond Maintenance Proposals

Ms. Adams: Attached to the Amenity Manager's Report is a Service History Report that I asked to be included from SOLitude. I want to bring a matter to the Board's attention. The technician noted that on Lake 5, someone sprayed the beneficial plants. You may have noticed that the Amenity Management Team sent out a communication to all residents, notifying all residents that they have no permission to perform any maintenance activities on District  property. It's likely that this pond is part of the stormwater system and it's designed  with  a littoral shelf, which has beneficial plant life to filter pollutants and be a habitat for wildlife. It's likely that spraying this beneficial plant life is a violation of the permit. So, it is an important matter. As a first step, we notified all residents to not perform any maintenance activities on District property. If we find that this is a persistent issue, we can do some targeted  enforcement in the vicinity of Lake 5. Also, I made the District Engineer aware of the issue. When we are reviewing the Amenity Policies, it goes without saying that residents don't have permission to perform maintenance activities on District property. It's illegal.
Mr. Roumy: What is maintenance?
Ms. Adams: Like spraying Round-Up on the beneficial species and plant life. Ms. Chichelli: Some people see the grass is tall and think it is okay to cut it.
Ms. Adams: If any resident has a question about the status of their pond, they should contact the Amenity Management Team. Tamara would  be able to assist them with that matter. In no circumstance should a resident go onto District property and do any maintenance activities, including spraying Round-Up on the ponds. We are dealing with this matter and we are also going to include that in the Amenity Policies, so in addition to notifying residents not to do that, they are subject to the progressive discipline like they would be for violating other Amenity


Policies. That's just an informational piece that was brought to the Board's  attention.  Along those same lines. Mr. Szewczyk at last month's meeting proposed that there perhaps might be some savings to the District if the stormwater system and aquatic maintenance was bid out. We don't yet have a side-by-side comparison for the proposals. We have some additional  vendors that we can use, but currently the District is budgeted at $966 a month. You have a current agreement with SOLitude Lake Management. That agreement has been in place since 2012. The vendor was previously Lake Masters and is now SOLitude. Your current budgeted amount is what they have been billing, that $966 per month. We had two vendors that came out and provided proposals for the same level of service. Lake Doctors proposed that same level of service at $1,035 per month and Cross Creek Environmental proposed that same level of service at $1,125 per month. I would be happy to bring back proposals and put those side-by-side so that Board Members can compare, but your current member is paying $966 per month. This is something that we will continue to work on and bring back full information for Board consideration.
Mr. Szewczyk: If you are saying that you feel the offerings are comparable and they are
higher, let's keep it as is.
Ms. Adams: Okay. It is good to bring up and review to ensure that we are competitive, but this District is at a very competitive rate and you can be assured that you are getting a very good market price. So, we will close out that matter. If the Board Members would like to see the proposals, I would be happy to circulate those.

TENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Other Business
Ms. Adams: Is there any other business that the Board wanted to discuss that was not on the agenda? Hearing none,

ELEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisors' Requests
Ms. Benjamin: I just have a couple of questions. The invoice from Fitness Logic says it was quarterly maintenance and cleaning of the equipment. Is that a quarterly service that we pay for or part of the lease?


Ms. Adams: Typically, there is an agreement with a fitness service vendor to clean all of the equipment, flip treadmill belts, lubricate the equipment, assess all of the equipment for wear and tear on any items, cables, etc. that need to be repaired.
Ms. Benjamin: Okay.
Ms. Adams: If that doesn't answer your question, I would be happy to provide a copy. Ms. Benjamin: So, we just pay for them to maintain it?
Ms. Adams: Yes. The District owns the fitness equipment. Ms. Benjamin: Okay.
Mr. Roumy: Does our staff sanitize the equipment? Ms. Lorf: Yes.
Mr. Roumy: Okay. In September, I had my doubts about Vesta, but today you changed my mind. Thank you, Scott for your efforts and I thank Tamara for being here. I thank Vesta for listening to us and doing something about it, especially about the tennis court, Bloomings and all of the amenities we have. I wish you good luck and keep up the good work.
Ms. Lorf: Thank you.
Ms. Benjamin: I just have one more question. Has anybody previously talked about upgrading the current lock system to some kind of key fob or card system or app for our phones? If so, what was the outcome?
Mr. Szewczyk: I think we beat that to death. Every time, we come to the conclusion that it's so expensive.
Ms. Benjamin: When was the last time anyone looked at the cost? Mr. Szewczyk: Two years ago.
Ms. Benjamin: If things aren't being enforced, would anyone object to indulging me to look into some prices?
Ms. Chichelli: What do you suggest?
Ms. Benjamin: I'm curious about key fobs and what might be available through an app on our phones.
Ms. Staubly: If it's an app on the phone, that might make it a little  difficult  and frustrating for some of the residents because they are not super tech savvy. We get a lot of questions and a lot of people ask us for help using their phones. Even something like sending an email. So, I don't think that would necessarily work for all of the residents.


Ms. Benjamin: Okay, that's fair.
Mr. Smith: Key cards are very prevalent to a lot of communities.
Mr. Roumy: Why can't we have an address book for residents? You can keep a list of names, addresses and emails so we don't have to bother the office. If I had an address book, I could open it, I know where they live and get the phone number and email address.
Mr. Szewczyk: I thought we had a directory.
Mr. Sabol: Supposedly we had a directory, but I had several managers, Nathan being one, who didn't have time to copy it. That should be the first thing we have. Everyone should have a directory.
Mr. Roumy: I agree.
Mr. Deary: For a large District comparable to this one that has 1,900 homes in Palm Coast, we just presented an online resident directory to them two weeks ago. The Board loved it. It would seem to make sense to try to make it online as opposed to the cost of creating a paper directory. We can provide that information to you in the near future, just for your consideration.
Mr. Roumy: That's excellent.
Ms. Staubly: There is an updated 2020 version of the resident directory. It would make sense to have one. I think it's a great idea. As of 2020, we have an updated resident directory. I can look for a physical copy in the office. I can email it right to you.
Mr. Roumy: Are we going online for reservations? Ms. Staubly: I haven't heard any complaints.
Mr. Roumy: Can you look into it, please? Ms. Staubly: Absolutely.
Mr. Roumy: Thank you because we are paying for that service. Someone has to look into it. Some people cannot even get into it.
Ms. Staubly: We use it so we understand.
Mr. Roumy: Thank you.
Ms. Adams: We understand the importance of the directory. Vesta will be providing a proposal for that. One thing that I wasn't certain about was whether there was Board consensus  to provide direction to staff to bring back a proposal regarding amenity access cards and implementing that kind of system.
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Mr. Szewczyk: It can't hurt. It's been a couple of years. Each time we looked at it, it was cost prohibitive based on the fact that originally, we were talking about the pool, tennis court and all of the doors. Then we started limiting it to just the pool, Gym and library. So, our decision the last time did come down to just cost versus the Amenity Company stepping up and doing their checks on the tennis court, basketball courts and things like that for people that weren't supposed to be here. Is it overdoing it to take a look? Maybe. We will know exactly who is coming in and going all the time.
Mr. Sabol: Joe, I think what the problem is, is if our management was more attentive, which she probably will be, a lot of these problems will resolve in a couple of weeks. People will pick out the bad ones. That's better than we have done in the past.
Ms. Benjamin: I was just concerned about the hours when there is no staff  here and  people use the amenities.
Mr. Szewczyk: Let's give that an opportunity. Then two or three months down the road
where we still have some glaring issues that might be able to be corrected with a  different security system, we will look into it then.
Mr. Scott: Would the Board like for us to work with Supervisor Benjamin while we are getting the proposals?
Mr. Szewczyk: I'm saying let's not approve the proposals. Let's see how staff is going to change things and shake things up around here. Maybe that will resolve a majority of the issues.
Mr. Scott: Understood. Thank you.
Ms. Adams: Are there any other Supervisor's requests? If not, we need a motion to adjourn.

TWELFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Adjournment


On MOTION by Mr. Sabol seconded by Ms. Benjamin with all in favor the meeting was adjourned.
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